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Abstract (en)
[origin: WO2020048724A1] The invention relates to a production facility for printing hollow bodies, comprising a transport unit (02) and at least
one printing unit (03), wherein the transport unit (02) comprises a mandrel wheel (09) which successively receives the hollow bodies (01) to be
printed and interacts with the at least one printing unit (03), wherein the mandrel wheel (09) comprises a plurality of clamping arbors (36) which
are each arranged axially parallel to the axis of rotation (31) of the mandrel wheel, wherein, in the region of a print position (23) of the at least one
printing unit (03), a distance (a) between the mandrel wheel (09) and the printing unit (03) in question is variably adjustable by a radial movement
of the clamping arbor (36) in question, wherein a detector (33) connected to the control unit (16) is provided, by means of which the control unit
(16) checks whether, in a running production process of the production facility, a hollow body (01) to be printed is arranged on each clamping arbor
(36) of the mandrel wheel (09), wherein each clamping arbor (36) of the mandrel wheel (09) comprises a linear motor (32) which is controlled by
a control unit (16) and by means of which, in the region of the print position (23) of the at least one printing unit (03), the distance (a) between
said clamping arbor (36) and the printing unit (03) in question is adjusted or at least adjustable by a radial movement of the clamping arbor (36) in
question, generated by the linear motor (32), wherein, in the event of an empty clamping arbor (36), the distance (a) between said clamping arbor
(36) and the printing unit (03) in question is increased by an adjusting movement of the linear motor (32) associated with the clamping arbor (36) in
question and controlled by the control unit (16), and the empty clamping arbor (36) is held such that it is not in contact with the printing unit (03) in
question.
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